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GOTHAM BOOKS, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 226 x 150 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. A highly entertaining exploration of the complicated science
of quantum mechanics made easy to understand by way of pop culture. As a young science fiction
fan, physicist James Kakalios marveled at the future predicted in the pulp magazines, comics, and
films of the 50s and 60s. By 2010, he was sure we d have flying cars and jetpacks. But what we ended
up with-laptop computers, MRI machines, Blu-ray players, and dozens of other real-life marvels-are
even more fantastic. In The Amazing Story of Quantum Mechanics, he explains why the
development of quantum mechanics enabled our amazing present day.In his trademark style,
Kakalios uses pop culture examples- everything from the graphic novel Watchmen to schlock
horror movies of the 50s-to elucidate some of the most complex science there is. And he brings to
life the groundbreaking scientists whose discoveries made our present life possible. Along the way,
he dispels the misconception that quantum mechanics is unknowable by mere mortals. It s not
magic; it s science!.
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Reviews
This ebook can be worth a read, and superior to other. Yes, it is actually perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period
will probably be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- Elisha O 'Conner II
These sorts of book is the perfect book accessible. It is amongst the most amazing book i have got read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad advised
this book to find out.
-- Mr . Musta fa Sa nfor d IV
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